Our Focus

When it comes to your recruitment
needs, experience matters. Our team
consists of dedicated professionals
who have on average over 10 years of
recruitment and staffing experience.

Unlike other agencies, we focus 100%
of our recruitment efforts in the field
of Dermatology. Our clients regularly
express how grateful they are that
"we get it".

Get Social With Us!

636.239.1787
www.myDermRecruiter.com

We are experts in
Dermatology,
not just recruitment.
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Our Team

Services offered
exclusively to our
recruitment clients...

Our Expertise Is Our Difference.
We nurture candidate relationships and understand
our clients in ways other firms can’t. How?...
UNDERSTANDING YOUR GOALS
We get to know exactly what you
expect in a recruitment partner and
a candidate, and we work hard to
meet those expectations daily.
AGGRESSIVE ADVERTISING
Our advertising power is unmatched
due to our proprietary database of
Dermatology Providers nationwide,
who are actively seeking a
Dermatology career. We also utilize
targeted ads, social media, emails and
mailers to reach candidates who are
passively looking.

EXTENSIVE CANDIDATE SCREENING
Once we get a candidate excited
about and interested in your position,
we properly and professionally screen
them to ensure they are a perfect fit to
your opportunity and culture.
STAYING CONNECTED
We stay connected, without bugging
you. We have built great relationships
with our clients through our respectful
yet personal approach. Over 75% of our
clients are repeat clients.

Social Media Services

We help you stand out in a digital media
world, simply by helping you become a part
of the conversation on Facebook, Instagram,
Google and more. We offer customized pricing
and strategy for your specific practice, based
on your needs, within your budget.
NO LONG TERM COMMITMENTS

Website Design
We design custom, lightweight, beautiful
websites specific to your Dermatology
practice that offer a quality user experience
on any screen size. Attract patients and potential
recruits with a modern, sleek representation
of your practice online.

